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Castine integrates reporting kiosk into its buy-side suite

October 10, 2018

RIDGEWOOD, NJ, October 10, 2018
Castine announces the release of its Reporter product for asset managers and hedge funds. The tool is aimed at
giving users a powerful curated view of their information without having to deal with the complications of
spreadsheets, data warehouses, and technical terminology. A director of a top global asset manager describes
Reporter as “simply extraordinary.” He added, “it provides autonomy to our teams, enabling them to
independently address 85% - 95% of their reporting needs.”
Castine’s report kiosk is a powerful drag-and-drop reporting tool for managers and non-technical users to build
and distribute their own reports without the need for IT involvement or complex tools.
“Direct savings in time and effort are very significant.” said Tom Smith, Castine’s EVP. “When multiplied by the
productivity gains and the ability it provides for users to create actionable insight, it’s an absolute gamechanger.”
The kiosk simplifies report writing by curing the most common problems with existing reporting tools, providing
power to the business user. The reporting kiosk allows them to experiment with different reports and analyses
without worrying that each iteration requires having to explain to a business liaison or report analyst what one’s
goals are, how the business works, or what kind of answers are expected.
Reports can be added to one’s list of favorites, shared with others (with or without restrictions on editing), or
just written, run, and then deleted. Simple.
Some capabilities:
 Create and update reports in seconds.
 Make a report easier to understand with bar charts and pie charts... available with just one click.
 Reveal impact over time with trending, summation, averages.
 Convert details into actionable summaries with grouping.
 Combines drilldown to details to summary information to provide the color and background for every
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number.
Makes report writing simple and yet powerful, with such visualization aids as graphics, horizontal and
vertical expansion, and cell-level drill-down to get to details when and where you need them.
Extend the usefulness with shared reports, exports, lists of favorites, and letting viewers optionally edit
reports or copy them for their own use.
Curated list of information keeps attention focused on what’s important instead of digging around for
what you need.

About Castine
The Castine C3 platform of integrated modules lets clients focus on specific areas where gains can be quickly
realized with the confidence that the suite can grow as their needs change.
Modules include compliance; commission management, research consumption, pricing, and reviews; trader and
adviser compensation.
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